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Address Stanpac 
801 Mangrum Street 
Brenham 
Texas 77833

Country USA

State Texas

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Glass Printing and Bottle Decorating

In today’s crowded marketplace, an exciting and distinctive package can set your product apart from the rest. Maximizing the capabilities of state-of-
the-art application equipment, Stanpac can decorate virtually any glass container, with glass printing and bottle decorating, using a direct-screen
printing process called Applied Ceramic Labeling (ACL).

Features and Benefits of Glass Printing Bottle Decorating:

The bottle is the canvas for your design. There are no boundaries like those of the traditional label
Distinctive package – different than the common label
Your product is set apart from the rest
The consumer sees printing directly on the bottle as premium and of the highest quality. A decorated package is used for some of the world’s
most recognizable liquors and spirits
Printing directly on the bottle overcomes labeling issues on tapered or multi-shaped bottles
There are no bubbles or wrinkles on the label to distract the consumer and lower quality perception

Company Profile of Stanpac

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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